3. Responsibility of German Leaders and Agencies

In the Occupied Countries

In the following part these German leaders and agencies are named who bear the responsibility for the conspiracy and execution of the crime to annihilate the Jewish people in the countries occupied by Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Spain, which were completely treated as parts of Greater Germany and therefore povertied by the general German legislation and measures. The German leaders and agencies enumerated under 2 are responsible for these acts. The other countries, as for instance the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia which were occupied by Germany in preparation of the war but retained a kind of own administration separated from that of Germany are treated in the following part in the same way as the countries occupied after the outbreak of the war.

It must be understood that, in general, the responsibility for acts in the occupied countries applies likewise as in 2, to the three levels, Party level, Government level, and Military level. The general responsibility within these levels lies always upon the same general agencies, especially on the Party level:

upon the Party Office of Foreign Affairs

the Party Office of Propaganda

the Party Office of the Press

the Party Office of Supervision of the whole spiritual and political education and training of the party

and the SD.
On the Government Levels
upon the various Reich Ministries, especially
the Ministry of the Interior
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
the Ministry of the Occupied Territories, and
the Ministry of the Commissioner for the Four
Years Plan

On the Military Levels
upon the Supreme Command of the German Forces,
the High Commands of the Army, Navy, and Air Force,
and the individual commanding generals and officers
in the occupied countries.

The responsibility for the crime of all these persons and agencies
results from all the above legislation, its execution and the other criminal
measures taken under the supervision of these persons and agencies in the
process of executing the plan of annihilation.

We are listing below those of the German Party, Government and Wehrmacht
leaders and agencies whose criminal activities were specially connected
with one or the other of the occupied territories. Here again we must stress
the point that for the full list of such individual leaders and agencies
we depend on the files of the military commanders of the United Nations,

(1) Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia
Karel von Neurath, Reich Protector
Wilhelm Frick, Reich Protector

(1) see Radical State by Gerhard Jacoby, New York 1944, Institute of
Jewish Affairs.
The German Ministry of State of Bohemia and Moravia consisted of the following agencies:

1) The Minister's Office
2) Central Administration
3) Supreme Controller's Office

and 9 Departments:

I. General and Internal Administration
II. Justice
III. Schools
IV. Cultural Policy
V. Economics and Labor
VI. Food and Agriculture
VII. Finances
VIII. Transport
IX. Telephone and Postal Services.

Members of the German Ministry of State were the Commander of the Police (Hauptmannsleutnant) and the Commander of the Security Police and Security Service.

(2) loc. cit., p. 312
(3) loc. cit., p. 314
Officials attached to some of the above-mentioned departments were:

1. The liaison leader of the Gau labor leader to the Ministers Office
2. The trustee for organizations to Department V
3. The central office for public orders to Department V
4. The head of the liaison office and the trade unions to Department V
5. The trustee for the Reich aviation administration to Department VIII

A special department of the German Gestapo in the Protectorate was the Central Office of Jewish Emigration (Zentralstelle für Judenabwanderung) and its Emigration Fund of Bohemia and Moravia directly supervised by the Commanding Officer of the German Police in the Reich Protectorate Office. This Fund became the "Jewishization" office for all Jewish property in the Protectorate.

Of the Reich Ministry, the following should be named specifically:

Wilhelm Frick, Reich Minister of the Interior (Department for the Protectorate in the Ministry)

Dr. Wilhelm Stuckart, State Secretary in the Reich Ministry of the Interior

Herbert Dietrich, Commissioner for the Four Years Plan

Reinhard Simler, Head of the Gestapo

Walter Trott and Albert Speer, Reich Ministers of Armament (Welt-Dekommission)

---

(4) Loc. cit., p. 239/4/36.
b) Poland

General Government:

Hans Frank, Deputy Governor General
Kochler, Deputy Governor General
Kundt, Second Governor General
Plech, Governor General
Rödiger, Governor General
Zoerner, Governor General
Karl, Governor General
Hollward, Assistant to the Governor General
Voit, Assistant to the Governor General

General of the Police:

Kruger, Secretary of State

Hausdorff, Secretary of State

Heads of Departments:

Interior: Stübert, President
Jugendorf: Heuer, President

Director of Department of Nutrition and Agriculture:

Kühner, President

Secretary of State for Public Security:

Krüger, 88 Obergruppenführer

Ministry Counselors

Volgograd

Departments:

Science and Education: Futek, President
Tradesmanship: Foley, Ministry Counselor
Lithers: Prasadendar
Foresters: Sinfield
Propaganda: Gribbons
Railroads: Gerdes
Post: Lehnman
Justice: Miller
Ministers: Salisides
Executive: Smirish

The following persons have to be mentioned:

Maj. Gen. Mischke, Commissioner of Luhis
Colonel Fritz Haberdach, Military commander of Luhin

Miehler, Commissioner of Luew
Polimond, Commissioner of Luew
c) Nuremberg

Passch Commissary for occupied Norway
Joseph Thonhovsein

Military Supreme Commander of the Army of Occupations
General Falkenhorn

Gestapo

Hager, Sturmbannführer, Sturmbannführer, Chief of Gestapo
Koch, Unter-Sturmbannführer, Assistant to the Supreme Chief
Fischer, Assistant Criminal Official
Gressmann, Assistant Criminal Official

Propaganda

Krahm, County Propaganda Leader

Looting of Soviet Property

Klopper, (member of the NS Party), lawyer
Paul Korn (member of the NS Party), lawyer
d) Denmark

Military Supreme Commander of the German Army in Denmark

General Hermann von Hanneken

Kurt Halleck, General of the German Police, Reich Kommissar since September 1943

Kämplke, Chief of SS in Denmark

Oswald Pannko, Chief of German Security Police and Gestapo in Norway since October 1, 1943

Heinrich both, Deputy chief

Werner Best, German ambassador to Denmark since November 1943

The persecution of the Jews in Denmark started in September 1943 under the supervision of Werner Best and Kurt Halleck. Temporary present in Norway to give their directions for the purpose were Richard Hühner and his assistant and head of the Department Jews of the Gestapo, Adolf Hilmann.
c) Luxembourg

Gustav Simon, Waulle, Chief of the Civil Administration
Dr. Wurmser, Acting Chief of the Civil Administration
Niekamp, Acting Chief of the Civil Administration

r) Holland

Boyez-Troupart, Reich Commissioner for the Occupied Netherlands Territories
Dr. Schmidt, Deputy

Ulmer, Assistant to the Reich Commissioner

Activities:

1. General Commission for Administration and Justice
2. General Commission for Public Security
   Baudin, Chief of Security BS
3. General Commission for Finance, Commerce, and Police
4. General Commission for Special Matters
   a) Propaganda and Public Opinion
   b) Matters upon special orders by the Reich Commissioner.
b) Belgium

c) Belgium
von Euroth, Supreme Commander of the Army
General von Falkehausen, Commander in Chief for Belgium and
Northern France and Chief of the
Military Administration

Agenca:
Registation Office for Jewish Property
Kriegsgefangenenverwaltung
Polkommandaturen
Ortsgpomandaturen

Gestapo:
Dr. Delius, Head of SS
Lange, Chief of the Jewish Section of Gestapo
Kneerstein, Head of the Ermelo and May camps

Belgian Branch of the Ministry of Occupied Territories:

Durieus, Chief,
a) France

1) General von Brauchitsch, Supreme Commander of the Army
2) General von Stumpperg, Military Commander in France and Chief of the Military Administration of France
3) General Stography, Military Commander of Greater Paris

Agencies:

- Thomas, Head of Secretariat of Military Administration
- Mars, German Military Defense Council

Gestapo, A. D. (Bishop von Litten):

- Ernst Brueckel, Hauptsturmführer SS
- Dierkicker, Hauptsturmführer SS, commander of Drancy Camp
- Erichsen, Hauptsturmführer SS, commander of Drancy Camp
- Esch, Obersturmführer SS, commander of Drancy Camp
- Alois Kramer, Hauptsturmführer SS, commander of Drancy Camp, formerly member of Einsatzgruppe
- Josef Wieland, Obersturmführer SS

Section of Jewish Affairs:

- Dr. Blanke, Head

II. Alsace

Robert Wagner, Gauleiter, Chief of the Civil Administration

Agencies:

- Kochler, Department of Finance and Economy
- Pfleger, Department of Administration and Police
Molliez-Drulier, Deputy
Guertler, Department of Education, Professional Training, and Public Enlightenment
County Commissioners and High Commissioners of the cities of Mulhouse, Strasbourg, and Colmar
General Treasurer for property of enemies of the German Reich and people

III. Journaux
Jürgen Hauck, Gauleiter, Chief of the Civil Administration
J. V. Birn, Deputy, thereafter Chief
Weidrich, Chief of a department
Commander of Security Police and SD (Gestapo) in Metz.
1) USSR

Field Marshal von Brauchitsch, Supreme Commander for Eastern Europe

Supreme Ruler of Military Districts:
Field Marshal von Brauchitsch
Field Marshal von Bock
Field Marshal von Kluge
Field Marshal von Paulus

Ministry for Eastern Occupied Territories:

Minister: Alfred Rosenberg
Deputy: Dr. A. Meurer, General of Reichsstatthalter

Central Department of Policy: Burgers, 55-Obergruppenführer and General of Infantry E.B.

Body of Administrators:
von Allwölden
Randschall
Pautschart

Ministry Defense:

Dr. Schlotterer
Strecker
Barth

Kolewitz, Oberrechtleiter, charged with special affairs

Dr. Simo, rapporteur for Rapporieren.
Boots of Botliers
Dr. Strauss
Dr. Rieht
Dr. Kinkel
Prof. Dr. von Bode
von der Hilde-Schroeder
Michal
Dr. Potemsky
Degenhardt
Jnes
Dr. Leide
Dr. Wagner
Dr. Wissen
Dr. Wilhelm
Dr. Lange
Hirzefort
Dr. Rhodolfe
Dr. Hilker
Dr. Kump
Lery
Horsbach
Fell
Dr. Kalt
Dr. Sehenfelden
By early summer of 1942 the propaganda department of the Ministry
was turning out 260 newspapers published in 9 languages in occupied Soviet
districts. At the same time, 50 more newspapers were added.
Closely connected to the propaganda department were

Captain von Groth, organ, Deutsche Ost
Horizons

1. OŚCIAŁ P

General General Nol, Commander of German Northern Army
Colonel General Schwerin, Commander of German Northern Army
General Prussian, Commander of Troops
Heinrich Rohse, Assistant, Reich Commissioner for Ostland
Röhr, Deputy of Reich Commissioner for Ostland

Mr. Kosenko, Assistant to Reich Commissioner for Ostland
Bombe, Assistant to Reich Commissioner for Ostland
Kasim, Assistant to Reich Commissioner for Ostland
Prenwall, Assistant to Reich Commissioner for Ostland

Zimmermann, Director of News Department in the Office of the Reich Commissioner

Schroeder, General of Police

Scheider, 65 Obergruppenführer, Chief of Police of Ostland

2a) POLITISCHER SERVICE

Preller, Commissioner General of Letitia
Pretz, Commissioner General of Letitia
Emcke, Director General of Letitia
Schur, Regional Commissioner

Kopf, Head of Jewish Department in the Office of the Regional Commissioner

Baum, Chief of Staff of Regional Commissioner
Baltic States, Office of the Riga Commissioner

CITY OF RIGA

Zalkalns, Military Governor of the City of Riga

Levenig, Military Governor, Military Commissioner of the City of Riga

Venters, Military Governor of the City of Riga

Pedor, Head of Economy and Traffic of City of Riga

POLICE

Dr. Lange, Chief of Gestapo

Hume, Bernhard, Assistant to Chief of Gestapo

Kleiters, Herbert, Assistant to Chief of Gestapo

Streitz, Mathes, Commander of Security Police

Schulz, Commander of Security Police

Eirick, Bernhard, Assistant to Commander of Security Police

Tidemann, Commander of Police

Schafer, Director of 85 Detachments

Klein, Assistant, Gestapo Officer

Kleib, Major, Chief of Police of City of Riga

Stiglitz, President of Police of City of Riga

Nirenburg, Chief of Prisons of City of Riga

Zemtorts, Commander of Reichstrasse Department of Gestapo

Kleiters, Assistant of Reichstrasse Department of Gestapo

Klemm, Commander of 3. Department of Gestapo

Steiner, Officer in the Office of 3. Department of Gestapo

Albert, SS Major, Chief of Police of District Berlin
Władysław, Governor of Ghetto of City of Riga
Brockmann, Commandant of Ghetto of City of Riga
Müller, Commandant of Ghetto of City of Riga
Biele, Governor of Ghetto of City of Riga
Hahn, Governor of Ghetto of City of Riga
Hartung, Governor of Ghetto of City of Riga
Gritschenko, Governor of Ghetto of City of Riga
Schulze, Head of Wirtschaftsinspektor, Organizer of Ghetto of Riga
Sauer, Sturmbannführer, Commandant of Neustadt Camp
Dräger, Obersturmführer, Assistant to Commandant of Neustadt Camp
Düpp, Mayor, Commandant of Stalag 340
Hiller, Commandant of Stalag 340
Clausen, Commandant of Stalag 340
Leopold, Chief of Camp construction Stalag 340
Martini, Captain, Administrator of Ersatzwerke in Stalag 340
Pfaul, Captain, Staff Officer in Stalag 340
Kramer, Commandant of Duszniki Camp

Krammer, Captain, Commandant Concentration Camp Buchenwald
Kümmel von Hohen, Commandant Concentration Camp Buchenwald
bb. Lithuania

Military Administration

Major General Furst, military commissioner of the Lithuanian general area

Major General Panske

Major General Samojó

Major General Maksukaitis, Chief of Police of Lithuania

Major General Litvinov, Commandant of the City of Vilno

General of the Kentish Guard

Brand, Head of Department at military command of Kuwait

Civil Administration

Dr. von Beutgen, Reich Commissioner General for Lithuania

Dr. Bezkadzner, Assistant to Reich Commissioner

Dr. Fase, Assistant Secretary to Reich Commissioner
Assistant to
Dr. Schmaehle, captain general to Reich Commissioner
Leit, SA Stadterwehr, Supreme State Counselor
Dr. Wrede, Assistant General to Reich Commissioner
Habersberg, Chargé d'Affaires, Assistant to Reich Commissioner
von Prits, Secretary to Commissioner General
Weck, Secretary to Commissioner General
Hansen, Assistant to Secretary to Commissioner General

Department:

Education:
Dr. Reich Mayer, Stadterwehr, Director

Labor:
Mitscher, chief regional labor director

Justice:
Wolfe, director

Schmitz, criminal counselor in Kansas

Zechenstein, public prosecutor in Kansas

Linder, judge in Kansas

Geisler, judge in Kansas

Political Department:

Baron von Kopp, director

Baron von Staaten, SA Stadterwehr

Rabe

Propaganda:
Wolfe, director

Police, Security, SS and Field commanderies:

Dr. Rust, chief of SS and Police

Dr. Buhis, Obersturmbannführer, chief of Security Police and SS

Kessel, captain chief of secret police and field commandant's office in Kansas
Til, lieutenant, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Tillmann, lieutenant, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Weiss, lieutenant, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Morgard, captain, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Pape, captain, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Lange, Oberstabschauffuer, chief of secret police and field commander's office in Kaunas
Koschen, chief of secret police
Barone, captain, chief of secret police in Kaunas
Siedl, Oberstabschauffuer, chief of SS police in Wilno
Hauser, chief of the Gestapo in Wilno
Radulian, lieutenant, commandant of the gendarmerie in Kaunas
Blinov, chief of security police in Panevėžys district
Kromen, chief of police of Lithuanian railways

Reorganization Services
Grudzinskas, director

Maksymas Samoilovskas

Gerevich, Gestapokommissar
Kempis, Gestapokommissar
Kalter, chief of Gestapo Kaunas
Peters, chief of Panevėžys district
Bilmont, SS captain, commandant of the town of Panevėžys


Wolf, Gitterkommandeur
Lund, Gitterkommandeur
Krupner, Gitterkommandeur, 6a Oberführer
Kratsch, Kommissar in Vilno

Concentration Camps:

Hirsch, colonel, commandant of concentration camp No. 136
Reisemann, major, commandant of concentration camp No. 133
Deist, assistant director concentration camp No. 133
Bancle, physician concentration camp No. 133
Seidling, Elisabeth, chief of concentration camps
Jabko, chief of concentration camps

Prisoners:

Wiese, Martin, Hauptcharterführer 83, director of Vilno prisons

Rosenberg's Ministry Department:

Dr. Muller, Oberinspektor in Rosenberg's Ministry for Eastern occupied territories
Dr. Weisz, director of Rosenberg's Ministry Department Lusace
Sporkot, chief of Rosenberg's Ministry office in Vilno

Dr. Paul, director of "Research Museum of Eastern Peoples" in Frankfurt on the Main
Kono, director, association for colonization
Finkert, SS Sturmabteilungführer, director Resettlement General Office
Hartmann, Director, Office Netherlands Association
Busta, Ed Sturzemfrosz, leader of "Juden/
Juxtaposition in Lithuania"

Gothardt, Berlin expert in Jewish matters.

2. White Russia

Arm:

General Epe, Commander of the 9th Army
General Klose, Commander of the 36th Army Corps
Lieutenant General Heidemann, Commander of the 41st
Tank Corps
Lieutenant General Richard, Commander of the 95th Infantry
Division
Lieutenant General Grobe, Commander of the 6th Infantry
Division
Lieutenant General Ritter, Commander of the 206th Infantry
Division
Major General Peters, Commander of the 111th Infantry
Division
Major General Heinsch, Commander of the 110th Infantry
Division
Colonel von Klop, Commander of the 36th Infantry Regiment
Major Rottgen, Commander of the 109th Infantry Regiment

Reich Commissioner for White Russian

Wilhelm Rohr, Gauleiter, Reich Commissioner
Hans von Lossen, Head of Department of Agriculture
Ludwig Kivinen, District Commissioner, Minsk
FOLLOW

Molotov, Head of Gestapo, Minsk
Koval, Head of Gestapo, Minsk
Gendarme, Head of Police, Minsk
Spitz, Head of Gestapo, Kovno

GENTLEMEN

Molotov (see Police), Supervisor General of Ghetto Minsk
Rizik, Commander of Ghetto Minsk
Gutenbach, Commander of Ghetto Minsk
Pikhal, Commander of Ghetto Minsk
Tarrash, Commander of Ghetto Minsk
Bealties, Assistant Commander of Ghetto Minsk

Ukraine

Ernst Koch, Gauleiter, Reich Commissioner for Ukraine
Dr. Otto Hermann, Ministry Commissioner, Assistant to the Reich Commissioner
Schwerin, Commissioner General of Volhynia and Podolsh
Schwarcz, Deputy to General Commissioner of Volhynia and Podolsh
Dr. Gustav Adolf Schacht, Head of the German Annihilation Institute in Kiev
Count Halbfried (former Berlin President of Police), Commissioner of Kharkov

Major Porta, Commissioner of Enugu
Polits, Member of Oberstkommissar in Lithuania
Nagel, Chief of the German police in Pervomaisk
Krause, Lieutenant, commander in Butishoval
Paul Redzinski, Commander of the concentration camp in Kiev.
Hider, Assistant to Commander of the Concentration camp in Kio
Hinsei, Commander of the labor camp in Nou Fukoku
1) Occupations

Military Administration

Field Marshal von Reichenau, Commander in Chief of the Army.

Military Commander in Belgrade (Raised the anti-Jewish decrees and ordinances)

Chief of the Reichsmarschall's Office in Belgrade (Reconstruction of the SS, expansion of its power)

Criminal agencies - enforcement agencies

Civil Administration

Kempe, Head, Belgrade

Mills, Chief of the Reichsministerium für Osteuropa

Propaganda

Dr. Walter Crüger, Rittmeister, Reichsministerium für Osteuropa (Belgrade)

Hads Alain al-Shabahi, Re-Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Organizer of the SS in Palestine. Responsible for the massacre of Jews.

Eastern and SS

Kesare, Deputy Commander of SS in Belgrade

Concentration Camps

Zambrano, Commander, responsible for the mass slaughter of the entire Jewish population of Belgrade on October 23, 1942

Karger, Head of the Volkssturm, successor to Zambrano (St. 203), of the Einsatzgruppe of Jewish women of Zakhar and Saborno

b) Greece

General von Stroop, SS Leader, responsible for the enforcement of racial laws in Greece

Aristides, German Delegate to Greece, responsible for the enforcement of the laws of extermination of Greek Jews

Dr. Ewald Remscher, Economic Adviser to the Occupation administration

The Rosenberg Committee for extermination of European Jews worked in Greece in January, 1943.